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Abstract: After entering the ultra-high water cut stage of multilayer oil reservoirs, the remaining oil
is highly dispersed. Due to the continuous development of general water injection, the generation
of advantageous channels makes interlayer contradictions more prominent, and the differences
in the utilization between different layers are even greater. After the water drive development of
multilayer oil reservoirs enters the ultra-high water cut stage, the development effect deteriorates
year by year. Layer restructuring is an effective method of improving the water injection development
effect and increasing the degree of utilization. In essence, its goal is to achieve balanced utilization
for multiple development layers to increase the degree of recovery. This article mainly employs
physical simulation experiments combined with reservoir numerical simulation technology to jointly
study the effects of different equilibrium production strategies in the ultra-high water cut period
of multilayer oil reservoirs and their mechanism of action based on the remaining oil distribution
field and streamline field. As a specific implementation, we use large-plate physical simulation to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the rotational injection and production strategy, and to supplement
the physical simulation experiment with a reservoir numerical simulation model, we analyze the
mechanism of different balanced production strategies. The research results for the combination of
physical simulation experiments and numerical simulation experiments show that the combined
strategy of rotary injection and rotary production is the most effective method for use in multilayer
and ultra-high water cut oil reservoirs. The displacement effect of the high-permeability layer is
better, and the increase in the recovery degree is relatively large, while the displacement effect of the
low-permeability layer is relatively weak. After conventional water drive oil recovery, the remaining
oil mainly exists in the edge area of the research area. However, the use of three-dimensional well
network injection wheel recovery changes the streamline field, produces the effect of fluid flow
diversion, expands the water drive sweep coefficient, and improves the recovery rate. Chemical
plugging can effectively replace water drive oil recovery and will become the main method for
improving the recovery rate of such reservoirs in the lower part.

Keywords: balanced utilization; multilayer reservoir; ultra-high water cut period; mechanism
analysis; layer recombination

1. Introduction

As water injection methods continue to evolve, oilfields are entering periods of high
water cut or even ultra-high water cut stages [1–6]. This leads to highly dispersed remaining
oil, presenting significant challenges for oilfield development [7–10]. In reservoirs with
multiple vertical layers, the interlayer contradiction becomes more prominent when using
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a development approach that combines water injection and production. This intensified
contradiction results in uneven distribution of remaining oil across different layers, making
it difficult to enhance recovery [9–11]. However, oilfields in the extra-high water cut stage
still offer untapped development potential [12,13].

Development practices have demonstrated that layer recombination is an effective
strategy for mitigating interlayer conflicts [14,15]. Layer recombination aims to balance
the utilization of multiple oil layers to enhance recovery in multilayer reservoirs. How-
ever, the choice of balanced development strategies in the presence of varying distribution
patterns of remaining oil in different layers requires further investigation. The mecha-
nisms applicable to different balanced development strategies are not yet well-defined
but are crucial for understanding the development of such reservoirs and improving
recovery rates.

In light of these challenges, both domestic and international scholars have conducted
extensive research on technical and numerical simulation methods for layer division, layer
recombination, and chemical profile control [16–23]. Subdivision-based stratigraphic recom-
bination plays a vital role in reducing differences between reservoir layers and achieving
balanced development in multilayer reservoirs. It is one of the technical approaches used
in secondary oil development projects. However, current research faces two primary issues:
firstly, it needs to focus more on technology and methods and incorporate experimen-
tal research, and secondly, it lacks clarity on the applicable conditions and mechanisms
associated with different development strategies following formation recombination.

Therefore, there is a pressing need for an experimental method that can visually depict
the reorganization of multilayer reservoirs at the ultra-high water cut stage to facilitate
in-depth research on balanced production.

In this paper, a set of three-dimensional visual physical cementation models are de-
signed and combined with numerical simulation technology. The paper quantitatively
characterizes the recovery performance of different development strategies after the reorga-
nization of a multilayer reservoir in the ultra-high water cut stage. It explores the applicable
conditions for various balanced utilization strategies and studies their utilization effects,
distribution patterns, and the distribution of remaining oil under different development
modes. The paper aims to clarify the mechanism of balanced utilization in multilayer reser-
voirs at the ultra-high water cut stage, providing valuable insights for stable production
and increased oilfield output.

2. Balanced Utilization Measures for Water Injection Development in Multilayer
Reservoirs during the Ultra-High Water Cut Stage

With the widespread adoption of water injection in major oilfields, they are pro-
gressively transitioning into high or ultra-high water cut stages, where the remaining oil
becomes highly dispersed and challenging to extract. In reservoirs with multiple vertical
layers, the heterogeneity between layers becomes more pronounced under the water injec-
tion combined production approach, leading to severe interlayer interference and resulting
in highly uneven distribution of remaining oil. Consequently, enhancing the recovery rate
becomes a formidable task. Mitigating interlayer conflicts through layer restructuring has
proven to be an effective solution. However, choosing the right injection and production
methods to enhance the recovery rate after restructuring the natural layer system remains a
primary challenge.

Currently, there are four commonly used injection and production methods in major
oilfields:

(1) Asynchronous injection production

This approach involves periodic water injection, where no production occurs during
injection. It includes three stages: water injection, shut-in, and production. During the
water injection stage, oil wells are shut down while injection wells receive water. In the
shut-in stage, both injection and production wells are closed. During the production stage,
water injection wells are shut down and production wells are opened.
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For the rapid rise of water cut in oil wells, the plane injection water distribution is
uneven; the formation pressure is restored while shutting in the oil well and injecting
the water. When the oil well is opened, the water injection is stopped to reduce water
channeling (as shown in Figure 1).

(2) Combined production by round injection
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To address widespread water flooding and low oil production, this method involves
joint production of upper and lower layers. It balances periodic water injection for a single
layer with separate injection for upper and lower layers, reducing interlayer conflicts. The
specific process is shown in Figure 2 below:

(3) Cyclic injection and production
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In response to the problem of insufficient energy in oil wells, combined production
of upper and lower layers results in uneven utilization. The upper and lower layers are
subjected to rotational injection and extraction, while the lower layer is injected and the
upper layer is produced to restore the pressure of the lower layer: injecting the upper layer
to produce the lower layer, restoring the pressure of the upper layer, achieving the effect of
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supplementing layered energy and improving the degree of recovery. The specific process
is shown in Figure 3 below:

(4) Separate injection and alternate mining
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In response to the serious interlayer interference and obvious injection water chan-
neling in oil wells, there is a significant difference in utilization due to the combined
production of upper and lower layers. The upper and lower layers receive separate injec-
tion and rotational production to achieve the adjustment goals of periodic water injection,
layered water injection, and subdivision of layer series, slowing down the pressure drop
and water content increase and improving the vertical utilization degree. The specific
process is shown in Figure 4 below:
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By exploring these methods and their specific conditions, the paper aims to provide
valuable insights into the development of multilayer reservoirs during the ultra-high water
cut stage.
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3. Study on Quantitative Physical Simulation of Interlayer Utilization Status

In order to clarify the interlayer utilization status of multilayer reservoirs during
the ultra-high water cut period, a three-dimensional physical model was designed based
on similarity criteria for a fault block reservoir in Shengli Oilfield. The saturation field
distribution in the model is calculated by using the saturation measuring point method.
Based on this, a large plate physical simulation experiment was designed. The specific
experimental parameters are as follows:

Design scale: 1:2000; according to the minimum well spacing and row spacing of 300 m,
combined with the physical model process constraints, the design model and well location
are shown in Figure 1; physical properties: the upper porosity is 0.3, the permeability is
1000 mD, and the thickness is 3 cm; the porosity of the lower layer is 0.2, the permeability
is 300 mD, and the thickness is 2 cm. The middle is the interlayer, with no permeability,
thickness of 1 cm; electrode setting: 5 cm × 5 cm, evenly distributed on the model (as
shown in Figure 5).
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Reference test (as shown in Figure 6):

(1) Saturated oil after saturated water of rock sample;
(2) Well 4 is injected with water, and the oil production of the surrounding wells reaches

80~85% of the water content;
(3) Well 4 is shut in, wells 3, 6, and 7 are converted to water injection, other wells are

opened for production until the water content reaches 92~93%.
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After the benchmark experiment, the rotation injection and rotation production exper-
iment of the three-dimensional well pattern is carried out, as shown in Figure 7:
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Figure 7. Physical diagram of cyclic injection and mining.

The resistance is directly measured by an LCR digital bridge, and the saturation value
can only be obtained by conversion.

(1) The relationship between measured resistance value and resistivity is obtained from
the calibration curve of the resistivity and resistance relationship:

Rt = AR − B

where: Rt—oil-bearing resistivity of rock, Ω·m;

R—resistance, kΩ;
A, B—coefficient, dimensionless.

(2) The resistivity of the formation is calculated, and the water saturation is calculated by
the Archie formula:

I =
Rt

R0
=

b
Sn

w
=

b
(1 − So)n

In the formula: R0—rock complete water resistivity, Ω·m;

Sw—water saturation, %;
So—oil saturation, %;
b—coefficient, dimensionless;
n—saturation index, dimensionless.
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The coefficient b and saturation index n are only related to the lithology of the rock,
and they represent the influence of the distribution of oil and water in the pores on the
resistivity of the oil-bearing rock. There are two methods to determine the coefficients b
and n: core displacement experiment method and empirical coefficient method. Generally,
b = 1 and n = 2 are used for pure sand.

The production performance measured by the resistance method is shown in
Figures 8–10 below:
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From the physical experiments of large plates, it can be seen that the preparation stage
of the experiment involves simulating the reservoir formation process and the formation
process of bound water for two large plates of saturated formation water and saturated oil
(with a relatively high-permeability layer of 1000 mD and a relatively low-permeability
layer of 300 mD), and then water flooding them to a water content of 92%. The experimental
stage involves a three-dimensional well network for rotary injection and production, and
the well is shut in after the water content reaches 98%. From the statistical analysis
of production performance of each well, it is found that: (1) the recovery degree of a
300 mD large flat plate is lower than that of a 1000 mD large flat plate, with a 2.3% lower
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recovery degree in the first stage of water flooding and a 3.12% lower final recovery degree;
(2) the recovery degree of layers of differing permeability after using three-dimensional
well network injection wheel mining is significantly higher than that of the first stage of
water drive. Among them, the recovery degree of the 300 mD large flat plate increased
by 9.69%, and the recovery degree of the 1000 mD large flat plate increased by 10.51% (as
shown in Table 1).
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Table 1. Results of Large Plate Physical Simulation Experiment: Degree of Enhanced Oil Recovery in
Layers of Differing Permeability.

Grouping
Recovery Efficiency
of the First Stage of

Water Drive
Ultimate Recovery Recovery Rate

Improvement Value

300 mD large plate 39.32% 49.01% 9.69%

1000 mD large plate 41.62% 52.13% 10.51%

The remaining oil distribution is shown in Figure 11.
It can be seen from the figure that:

(1) After the first stage of water drive, the remaining oil is mainly distributed in the upper
and lower edge parts;

(2) After the three-dimensional well pattern rotation injection and rotation production,
the fluid flow changes direction, water channeling is reduced, and water injection
sweep efficiency is expanded, which shows that the remaining oil is produced and
the saturation of the remaining oil is significantly reduced. The displacement effect
of remaining oil in the upper and lower edges of the 1000 mD large plate simulation
model is obvious. The displacement effect of the upper part of the 300 mD large plate
simulation model is good, while the displacement effect of the lower edge is weak.

The streamline changes are shown in Figure 12:
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It can be seen from the obtained streamline chart that: after the vertical well pattern
rotation injection and rotation production, the fluid flow in the formation is further verified
to turn, the water injection wave efficiency is expanded, and the remaining oil is produced.
The specific performance is as follows: the sweep of the low-permeability layer to the
upper right is strengthened, and the transverse sweep of the high permeability layer is
strengthened, which promotes the production of remaining oil and improves oil recovery.
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4. Study on Quantitative Numerical Simulation of Interlayer Utilization Status

Due to the nonrepeatability of the large plate experiment and the difficulty of the
experiment, the corresponding numerical simulation model is designed based on the actual
large plate model to study the balanced production of multilayer reservoirs. This numerical
simulation model mainly adopts balanced injection and production methods of rotary
injection and production, combined injection and production, and separate injection and
production. It analyzes the distribution and mechanism of remaining oil under different
balanced injection and production methods. The numerical simulation model is shown in
Figure 13.
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Experiment preparation:

1. The model has an inclination of 10◦ to the ground;
2. Rock sample A is placed directly above rock sample B;
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3. The corresponding wells in rock sample AB are connected by a tee (A1 is connected
with B1, A2 is connected with B2, and so on), so as to control the well opening
and closing.

The production dynamic fitting is shown in Figure 14 below:
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First, basic experiments are carried out (rock samples A and B follow the same steps):

1. Saturated oil after saturated water of rock sample;
2. Well 4 is injected with water, and the oil production of the surrounding wells reaches

80~85% of the water content;
3. Well 4 is shut in, Well 3, Well 6, and Well 7 are transferred to water injection, and other

wells are opened for production until the water content reaches 92~93%.

The result is shown in Figure 15 below:

Figure 15. Results of Basic Experiment (1–7: respectively representing wells 1–7).

On the basis of the basic experiments, the simulation research on the cyclic injection
and cyclic production, separate injection and cyclic production, and cyclic injection and
combined production and chemical plugging control is carried out.

(1) Separate injection and alternate production
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The first cycle: B3, B6, and B7 are injected with 2 mL/min of water, while A3, A6, and
A7 are injected with 3 mL/min of water. Shut in B1, B2, and B5 and shut in A1, A2, and A5
when water cut reaches 98%.

The second cycle: water injection for B3, B6, and B7 with injection volume of 2 mL/min,
and water injection for A3, A6, and A7 with injection volume of 3 mL/min. Shut in A1, A2,
and A5 and shut in B1, B2, and B5 when the water content reaches 98%.

The results are shown in Figure 16 below:

Figure 16. Distribution of remaining oil saturation before and after Separate injection and alternate
production (1–7: respectively representing wells 1–7).

The production changes of each well are shown in Table 2 below:

Table 2. Yield change chart of Separate injection and alternate production.

Cumulative Oil
Production of Water
Gut Reaching 98%,

Scc (Ordinary Water
Injection)

Cumulative Oil
Production of Water

Cut Reaching 98%, Scc
(Sub-Cycle Injection

Production)

Oil Recovery
(Ordinary Water

Injection)

Oil Recovery
(Sub-Cycle Injection

Production)

Well 1 809.34 766.15 7.38% 6.35%

Well 2 802.79 912.63 7.36% 10.24%

Well 5 725.86 798.99 6.88% 7.12%

Measures are taken when the water cut reaches 92%. Compared with the direct
simulation in which Wells 3, 6, and 7 are injected with water continuously until the water
cut of production wells is 98%, the cumulative oil production after separate injection and
alternate production can reach 3882.82, and the recovery factor of the whole area has
increased by nearly 3%. According to the analysis of the oil production of each production
well, the production increase effect of Well 2 is obvious after the separate injection and
alternate production is adopted, and Wells 1 and 5 remain unchanged.

(2) Cyclic injection and production

The first cycle: shut in A3, A6, and A7 and inject water into B3, B6, and B7. Shut in B1,
B2, and B5 and shut in A1, A2, and A5 when water cut reaches 98%.

The second cycle: shut in B3, B6, and B7 and inject water into A3, A6, and A7. Shut in
A1, A2, and A5 and shut in B1, B2, and B5 when the water content reaches 98%.

The results are shown in Figure 17 below:
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Figure 17. Residual Oil Saturation Distribution before and after Cyclic injection and production (1–7:
respectively representing wells 1–7).

The production changes of each well are shown in Table 3 below:

Table 3. Yield Change Chart of Cyclic injection and production.

Cumulative Oil
Production of Water
Gut Reaching 98%,

Scc (Ordinary Water
Injection)

Cumulative Oil
Production of Water

Cut Reaching 98%, Scc
(Sub-Cycle Injection

Production)

Oil Recovery
(Ordinary Water

Injection)

Oil Recovery
(Sub-Cycle Injection

Production)

Well 1 809.34 967.23 7.38% 11.32%

Well 2 802.79 955.73 7.36% 10.56%

Well 5 725.86 600.50 6.88% 5.41%

Measures are taken when the water cut reaches 92%. Compared with the direct
simulation in which Wells 3, 6, and 7 are injected with water continuously until the water
cut of production wells is 98%, the cumulative oil production after the use of cyclic injection
and production can reach 3985.54, and the recovery factor in the whole area has increased
by nearly 5%. According to the analysis of the oil production situation of each production
well, after the use of cyclic injection and rotation production, the production increase effect
of Wells 1 and 2 is relatively obvious, which is the main action area, and Well 5 is basically
unchanged.

(3) Combined production by round injection

The first cycle: shut in B3, B6, and B7 and inject water into A3, A6, and A7; 1. 2. Well 5
is shut in when the water content reaches 98%.

The second cycle: shut in A3, A6, and A7 and inject water into B3, B6, and B7; 1. 2.
Well 5 is shut in when the water content reaches 98%.

The results are shown in Figure 18 below:
The production changes of each well are shown in Table 4 below:

Table 4. Yield Change Chart of Combined production by round injection.

Cumulative Oil
Production of Water

Cut Reaching 98%, Scc
(Ordinary Water

Injection)

Cumulative Oil
Production of Water

Cut Reaching 98%, Scc
(Sub-Cycle Injection

Production)

Oil Recovery
(Ordinary Water

Injection)

Oil Recovery
(Sub-Cycle Injection

Production)

Well 1 809.34 913.54 7.38% 9.82%

Well 2 802.79 961.84 7.36% 9.91%

Well 5 725.86 772.36 6.88% 6.95%
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Figure 18. Residual Oil Saturation Distribution before and after Combined production by round
injection (1–7: respectively representing wells 1–7).

Measures are taken when the water cut reaches 92%. Compared with the direct
simulation in which Wells 3, 6, and 7 are injected with water continuously until the water
cut of production wells is 98%, the cumulative oil production after the use of combined
injection and production can reach 3912.82, and the recovery factor in the whole area
has increased by nearly 4%. According to the analysis of the oil production situation of
each production well, after the use of combined injection and production, the production
increase effect of Wells 1 and 2 is relatively obvious, which is the main area of action, and
Well 5 is basically unchanged.

(4) Chemical plugging control

The results are shown in Figure 19 below:

Figure 19. Residual Oil Saturation Distribution before and after chemical plugging control (1–7:
respectively representing wells 1–7).

After chemical plugging, the cumulative oil production can reach 4031.08, and the
recovery factor in the whole area has increased by nearly 5%. According to the analysis of
production and suction profiles of production wells, the production and suction profiles of
production wells and water injection wells have been improved after chemical plugging.

The changes in liquid production profiles are shown in Figure 20 below:
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5. Conclusions and Suggestions

Balanced utilization strategies for water injection development in multilayer oil reser-
voirs encompass several approaches, including asynchronous injection production, rota-
tional injection combined production, rotational injection rotational production, and sepa-
rate injection rotational production. In the context of a fault block oil reservoir in Shengli
Oilfield, a large-scale physical experiment was conducted. The results from these experi-
ments revealed notable variations in well performance under different balanced utilization
strategies, as well as variations in the distribution of remaining oil. This comprehensive
study, incorporating single-well production performance, remaining oil distribution, flow
field modifications, and subsequent numerical simulations, led to the identification of an
optimal production strategy for multilayer fault block high water cut reservoirs. Water
control measures, including chemical plugging, were employed, resulting in a significant
enhancement of the area’s overall recovery rate. The specific findings are as follows:

(1) Large plate physical experiments:

The large plate physical experiments demonstrated that, following conventional in-
jection and production, the majority of the remaining oil was concentrated in the upper
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and lower edge areas of the reservoir. The introduction of three-dimensional well network
injection and production technology led to substantial alterations in the distribution and
flow field of remaining oil, effectively expanding the water drive sweep coefficient and im-
proving the recovery rate. This approach was particularly effective in the high-permeability
layer, whereas its impact on low-permeability layers was comparatively weaker.

(2) Numerical simulation results:

Laboratory-scale numerical simulations indicated that split injection rotary production
primarily targeted the lower right corner, resulting in an overall recovery rate increase of
nearly 3%. Round injection rotary production was particularly effective in the lower section,
contributing to an approximate 5% overall recovery rate improvement. Round injection
combined production primarily impacted the lower part, leading to an overall recovery rate
increase of approximately 4%. In comparison, round injection rotary production appeared
to be the more suitable strategy for multilayer fault block high-water-bearing reservoirs.

(3) Chemical plugging strategy:

Chemical plugging, a prominent technique for addressing high water cut reservoirs,
was found to enhance oil recovery rates in the studied reservoir by approximately 5%, as
evidenced through a comparison of production profiles. This strategy is poised to become
a primary focus for future research. Additionally, improving micro oil displacement
efficiency is expected to be a critical avenue for further enhancing recovery efficiency in
such reservoirs.
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